INVOCATION: Mighty Infinite Presence, All-Pervading Healing Presence! Descend
and do Your Work. Mighty Infinite Intelligence! Give forth Your Confidence and
Strength! Fill the mind and body of each one with Your Radiant Presence! Fill every
cell with Your Radiant Presence! Provide Your Presence in Your Conquering Mastery
and Power. Mighty Master Presence within each one, come forth! Erase this outer
human self and hold Your Dominion now and forever. There is but One Intelligence,
Presence, Essence and Love, and this Art. Pour forth Your Radiance through these
outer cloaks of flesh and command Your Perfection to thus, be manifest and sustained.
ST GERMAIN: Greetings Family of the Light, today I Am going to be speaking about the
Elementals, The Devas and Angelic Host, because this is going to become a MAJOR facet of
your ‘I AM’ Work within this Divine Plan. It is going to be one of your objectives to know more
about this connection within you, for your success shall be principally down to your
Communication and Direction to these Mighty Realms of God!
So, let Us get started today here in Lesson 9, I wish to take you back once again to the
Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses, for this is the very reason why this Divine Plan was born
into this Human Reality! This by Name and the Plan by Universal Design. We have gone to
no end to try and bring this forward into human consciousness to help them remember their
roots and why you have all come to Earth at all!
Your Human Evolution, indeed, any human evolution, all comes down to the value of human
beings understanding the importance of the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host and your
connection and Dominion over them. It is this Dominion that shall Create Peace, Harmony
and Joy upon Earth. Lack of awareness as you have seen over eons of time only creates
disorder, destruction, and bedlam. This is what I said in the EGA Discourses on 15 th August
2015, for you to review once again now.
As the Angelic Host, The Devas and The Elementals all deal primarily with Primal Energies,
they are not so interested with the representation of form. The forms that They are drawn
to is not important for them, the Electronic Vibration of the Source of the Energy that They
Work and Build form from, is what generates Their passion and Their Joy in Service to God in
using this Energy. On the other hand, mankind is more greatly enthused with the
consciousness that works with form and thus is the one who continuously brings forth endless
ideas that require form.
Now, while man remains unaware of the Perfection in the Use of Primal Source Energy and
the Love Substance of God, and The Elementals, Devas and Angels, are not concerned with
that which is desired to manifest in physicality, is it not obvious by all, that to direct the
Energies of the Power of Creation to such attainments, and to expedite the processes of

correct manifestation, particularly at the optimal levels, manifesting directly from the
Ethereal Levels of God Substance, that man and the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host draw
Their Consciousness together in a mutually beneficial and cooperative endeavour to Effect
Our New Age of Freedom?
It is this aspect alone that is being set forth within this Alliance. It is to date only those who
have shared the Greater Vision which the Seventh Ray of the Age of Freedom that will truly
manifest on Earth. These unascended volunteers are the pioneers who are setting in motion
a movement toward this Goal. The Ascended Masters and Other Light Beings are the Ones
Who Design and Execute God’s Desires, yet it is humanity that must voluntarily be drawn to
partake and ultimately be the ones Who Manifest and Create Their Own ‘Quality of Life and
Freedom of Spirit’.
I Am Aware that time and space are very confined as to give any detailed information
regarding what is being shared here. I know that on the surface I may appear to be avoiding
speaking of the points raised, but for those with Inner Sight and Awareness there is indeed a
very direct and profound message here that is way more important than all those things put
together; these are the foundation stones from which to build Our New Era of The Golden
Age! The Rock upon which the Church is built! The Creation of the New Circles of Light
Gatherings will be the Foundation Stones. From there the Christ Councils shall be made
manifest. And from there the Councils Will Manifest.
These four groups, the humans and the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, will indeed flow
in confluence together, adjoining both with the uniting Powers of Purity of Intention in total
Alignment with The Elementals and Angelic Host, using the Correct Powers of Invocation,
Ceremony along with Qualified thoughts and feelings, appropriate music and the application
of the Sacred Fire of the Seventh Ray by humans, which will speed up the quickening process
of Electronic Vibrational Resonances for the Balance of All Life and Its Divine Freedom. This
is how Jesus shall be removed from the old iconic charge of being on the cross. The quicker
this commences, the quicker this will happen.
The great need today is the healing of the nations and of individuals. As the individual is given
Assistance through the outpouring of the Electronic Energy through the mind and body and
filling every cell, so in an expanded degree is the nation treated likewise.
The nation is a great body of individuals and of Nature’s creations. We The Masters have the
same power, being the individualized Presence of God. Then we know ‘I AM’ everywhere
present, and when my consciousness takes on this expansion, I know Its energy leaps into
action everywhere, in the cells of the body of the world as well as in the body of the individual.
We must come to know that the Active Presence of God, All-Powerful, is everywhere present;
that there is not a single nook nor corner anywhere that the Active Presence of God is not;
that this Active Presence seizes and binds all human creation and consumes instantly
everything of an inharmonious and undesirable nature.

With the use of the Electronic Belt surrounding the individual, he or she must understand that
he or she can make this an absolutely Invincible Protection; through Its Protection, Divine
Wisdom acts, repelling everything through our conscious action that shall not be taken into
the system, and that this Omnipresent Wisdom and Intelligence is always prompting us to
refuse acceptance of anything into the system, either through feeling, thought, or food that
would in any way disturb its harmonious activity.
The Natural Activity of the Currents of Life play everywhere like the play of a searchlight. The
outer activity should at all times be an invitation to the receptivity of the Currents of Life,
which are Pure Cosmic Energy, and which are ever flowing through the atmosphere of the
earth.
Yesterday, I spoke to you about calling in the various Ascended Masters by Name to help you.
I did this for a Very Good Reason. You will note, that the EGA Council is made up of a
multitude of Beings and all Beings are Divinely Endowed with certain Virtues, Experiences and
QUALIFICATIONS. All Act in Love from within the Electronic Belt and All Act within the AllPowerful and All-Pervading Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence of God!
These Discourses of the Elemental Grace Alliance were purposefully Designed to tap into the
many Realms and Levels of Dimensions to give a detailed account of this Divine Plan, and
likewise the ‘I AM’ Discourses were also Designed and Created for the same Purpose; to
Educate those Dear Souls who have come into these incarnations to turn the chaos, mayhem
and dysfunction of the old consciousness around through a New Bridge of Consciousness. Not
New in the sense of unknown, but New in the sense of forgotten memory. So today ‘I AM’
going to open this Lesson to Infuse the Essence of the ‘I AM’ Presence from other
observations, sensitivities, insights, and experiences. These are placed here in today’s Lesson
as brief yet Powerful reminders of where Your ‘I AM’ Presence is going to be Leading you.
BELOVED MIGHTY VICTORY: “Everywhere you draw forth the Fiery Christ Blue Lightning
Victory of the Sacred Fire Love of the Angelic Host, you can have that drawn forth in and
around you as a permanent Focus of the Sacred Fire in your own atmosphere, and as this is
increased through habit, and you gain a momentum, the Light becomes brighter, the Sacred
Fire’s Concentration of Invincible Victory becomes a greater pressure around you to repel
destructive forces. And as time goes on, It becomes the Illumination in the atmosphere about
you by which you can see into the Ascended Masters’ Octave, and It also can become the
Illumination of the pathway ahead of you. . . .
“We could come between any two seconds and manifest anything in the atmosphere of Earth,
but if mankind is so concerned with its own everyday activities that it just ignores Us, and just
thinks no more about this than a passing cloud, well, We are not coming to be ignored I’ll
guarantee you that. But, when We come, We come to stay. . . .
“Before you get used to Us, as a continuous appearance with you, you must get used to the
Angelic Host first. . . . When you establish the habit of accepting the Angelic Host, calling Them

to your assistance, then accepting It, and when you have a manifestation, thanking Them, and
realizing that They are Real and that Their Love does produce Perfection for you, and that that
Love does make you Victorious over destructive forces, when this realization gets deep enough
within you, and you have momentum of It around you, it’s only a breath until We can step
through in any outer world crisis and protect you and produce Miracles or control conditions
that mankind cannot control. That includes the Powers of Nature and Forces of the Elements
of which you are a part. I AM’ Activity’.”
BELOVED ARCHANGEL MICHAEL: “Now the Angels all Ascended Masters are Angels, but all
Angels are not Ascended Masters, because there are untold Legions of Angels who have never
embodied on any world, in any kind of substance except the Substance from the Great Central
Sun. They do have Visible, Tangible Bodies and Substance in which They function, but They
have never been through the experience Life of the mankind of this world or any other planet.
They are Beings wholly Divine, knowing only the use of the Sacred Fire Love to produce
manifestations, and to guard manifestation wherever They are called forth to assist Life
anywhere.
“Therefore, since those Legions come under My Direction, and since mankind needs the Sacred
Fire of Their Love, the more you can give Them conscious recognition, the more you can call
to Them, the more you ask for Their Sacred Fire Love to come into this world, well, the greater
will the Purity manifest, the greater will the Assistance come to all that is seeking the Light. . .
. I hope you will give more recognition to the Angelic Host. Call Them into action to guard all
that is near and dear to you, and in guarding, Their Sacred Fire dissolves and consumes what’s
wrong, protects and strengthens what is right. . . . You have no idea of the Power that the
Legions of the Angelic Host can focus in one flash through a city, or through the minds and
feelings of a whole group of people, or through the atmosphere of Earth to, in an instant,
prevent destruction.
“Beloveds of the Light, as We enter into the Release of that which We wish to draw into your
outer use, I ask you to feel not only the Reality of Our Presence, but I wish you to become
acquainted with the Power of the Angelic Host. When it comes to the Direction of those
Activities of the Sacred Fire which must be drawn into the physical octave to more quickly
consume destructive conditions, then there must come the Assistance of those Great Beings
of the Angelic Host who are not only the Guardians of that Fire, but who are the Directors of
Its terrific Electronic Force.
“As we move forward in the greater understanding of the immense Service, the Immortal
Service which the Great Angelic Host render to the people of Earth, We will call forth the
Eternal Divine Memory in each Life Stream of that absolute acceptance of the Reality of the
Angelic Host, because all mankind millennia ago knew, accepted, and conversed with the
Angelic Host. But as the discord grew greater, the Angelic Host, being Holy, Pure Beings of
Love, had to recede until the Cycle in which the Violet Consuming Flame could be given, by

which certain Purification could take place that would again make it possible for the Angelic
Host to come closer into mankind’s outer daily activities.
“You who have been the chosen people of the present age, because of the Light you have
received and this Knowledge of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, and because of the Love and the
Great Assistance from your Beloved Master Saint Germain and all who have come with Him.
We wish to draw to each of you more Power of the Angelic Host, which means more Dynamic,
Victorious Action of the Sacred Fire’s Victorious Love from the Great Central Sun.
“And that has nothing whatsoever to do with what you call love in the physical world. This of
which I speak is the Activity from the Great Central Sun that is drawn into outer, concentrated
Action at the Command of the Angelic Host when your Call goes forth to Them for the
Assistance of Their Love of the Sacred Fire to become the Law of your world. And when you
begin to acknowledge, ‘I AM’ the Immortal Power of the Angelic Host. ‘I AM’ the Cosmic Law
of Their Victorious Action to the Earth, then there will come quickly to your assistance Great
Beings whose Power of Love will enter into each of you and become for you the greater
Strength and Attainment which makes your Victory absolutely certain in everything to which
you turn your attention.
“This greater closeness with the Angelic Host is absolutely imperative at this time if you are to
receive greater Help and enable you to do quickly that which is necessary in the outer.
Therefore, if you call the Power of the Angelic Host into Victorious Action in the physical
octave, then you will have the Flame, the Eternal Flame of Cosmic Christ Love, filling your
beings and worlds and becoming for you the Authority and Power that makes it impossible for
destructive forces to connect with you to interrupt that which you wish to accomplish in
bringing forth Perfection.
“I want you to think on this, become aware of It. I want you to see It. If you ask for It to be
revealed, so shall It be established unto you. If you care to have this Power of the Angelic
Host’s Sacred Fire Love revealed to you, and revealed to all mankind, and you demand It, It
will have to manifest, for ‘I AM’ the Authority for that Manifestation in this world, and I offer
you this Explanation, that you make the Call! ‘‘I AM’ Activity’.”
ELOHIM PEACE: “There is an extraordinary opportunity here to open the veil of ignorance,
that humanity has built around themselves for a more expansive Understanding for Peace,
Balance and Harmony to find a place within the hearts and lives of all people of Earth and
once again enveloping the Hearts of the Elemental Realms with Human Divine Unconditional
Love and benevolent Love in Action toward Them. These Great Beings are Love manifested
and will answer every call by the Human Heart that is enfolded with the same Heart Love that
They Are! The Elementals will embrace and obey man’s every command from within Their
Own Love Substance, Radiation, and Power of Their God Given Gift of Peace, for no other
reason, other than to Bless mankind, their families, their communities, their nations, and the
world on the Whole. The Evolution of an Elohim is through the Elemental Kingdom for the
very name Elemental means ‘The Mind of God’; El - E- Mental. The Elohim are of Our Mind,

for Our Name is One for God! So Dear Ones The Mind of God is the very core of the Elemental
Beings, no matter how small or large They may be, just as it is within you. EGA Discourses.”
BELOVED GOD MERU: “Throughout the planet in the Mountain Ranges there is the
Concentration of Electronic Force that, as It goes through the structure of Earth itself, pours
forth through Radiation to the Powers of Nature and to the people that Energy which, from
an electrical standpoint, you would speak of as high potential. And that is stepped down to
whatever intensity the Beings of Nature require in their building of the magnificent formations
within the Mountain Ranges themselves. Then It is stepped down into that intensity which the
plant life can use; and It is also radiated forth into the atmosphere which mankind breathe in
and which is, in reality, part of the Great Fire Breath of God.
“This Mighty Outpouring of the Love from the Great Beings who direct this System of Worlds
is of tremendous importance to the individual. If mankind would contemplate some of these
more magnificent Manifestations of the great Outpouring of Life from the Great Central Sun,
it would be a Raising Force to the individual who, through the attention, would reach up to
this greater Power of Cosmic Christ Love and draw that which is of Cosmic intensity into the
individual’s own Life Stream to be the Illumination and the greater Power of Accomplishment
that cooperates with the great onward Expansion of Life’s Perfection.
“I Am not here without Conscious Command of the Great Cosmic Law; and the Beloved Lady
Master Nada, who is My Messenger, ever stands ready to pour the Power of Her Love that has
served many civilizations throughout the centuries to bring in the Perfection that has Blessed
Life so greatly. We are asking you, as Beloved Saint Germain’s Family, to call consciously and
daily, and demand in the Name of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, the Great Cosmic Law of Cosmic
Christ Love, demand the Concentration into your cities of that which compels those in your
government to become aware that they can no longer go on with the idea to undermine any
Nation!
“There are those strong, loyal souls, within them, who are doing all they know how to do to
prevent the destruction intended; and they must have Help, and your Call for this Great Fire
Breath of Cosmic Christ Love from the Great Central Sun will wrap Itself around them as a
Substance which becomes the Strength and Courage and Power and Determination to not
yield to the forces that want to destroy again the Handiwork that would take mankind to
Freedom. We must concentrate your attention again and again and again to your own
Conscious, Cosmic Call for this Great Love from the Great Central Sun to spread Its Flame
wherever hatred appears. And that Flame must be held in sustained action until It shuts off
the further feeling of the hate creation of the world. I AM’ Activity’.”
27. To fully engage spending as much time as possible in Nature, communing with
all the Elementals and Nature Realms, including the Nature Spirits and Angels.
28. To fully engage the Truth of Who You Are and Be Who You have come to Be!

We Give Praise and Gratitude to all the Infinite Angelic Host and other Beings, the Elementals
and Devas, The Nature Realms and Kingdoms. Dear Ones, one of the best places you will be
able to make your connections with the ‘I AM’ Presence is within nature. Why? Because they
are the closest thing you have in your present day lives that are visible to you and that are
able to be touched and felt will little or no effort on your behalf. You can smell the fragrance
of a flower, feel the warmth of the sun, put your feet into a flowing stream or the oceans
waters walking along a beach! You can hear the sounds of nature, birds singing, the rustling
of the leaves in the wind upon a tree.
For those more sensitive you can open to Natures ability to be within their Natural Realm of
the ‘I AM’ Presence. Just Being! Nature is a Miracle of Life and the more time you spend in
Nature, just Being, the quicker you too will Self -Realize the value of Life Being in the Now
Moment! And in these States of Beings, this will allow the Elementals, Devas and Angelic
Host, along with the animals and plants to converse with you!
Remember what has been shared this day about the Angelic Host, they are the Ones who
prepare your atmosphere for your awareness can expand into the Higher Octaves. Take note
Dear Hearts and begin at your earliest convenience, in summer, winter, spring or the fall, all
will show you their own Gifts, Virtues and Qualities if only you open yourself to receive them!
The Truth of Who You Are is in your own abilities to now hone your skills to open more fully
to your own ‘I AM’ Presence.
This ends the 9 Lessons.
Tomorrow, in Part 10, I will speak a little more about the I AM’ Activity’ of the ‘‘I AM’
AUTHORITY Class itself and how I wish to see it unfold. Until tomorrow!
BENEDICTION: Mighty, Infinite Intelligence! We give praise and thanks for Your
Mighty Comprehension and Mighty Manifestation in the consciousness of those
present. We give praise and thanks that ‘I AM’ the Perfect Understanding in
operation, and that ‘I AM’ everywhere present, performing all required to be done. ‘I
AM’ the Illumination of everyone who looks to me. ‘I AM’ the Radiant Intelligent
Activity in the minds of all mankind. ‘I AM’ the Master acting in the brain of
everyone of humanity, causing Divine Love, Justice, Peace, Harmony and Per fection
to manifest to our Beloved America.

